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ABSTRACT
The transport of a condensing passive scalar is studied as a prototype model for the kinematics of
moisture transport on isentropic surfaces. Condensation occurs whenever the scalar concentration exceeds
a specified local saturation value. Since condensation rates are strongly nonlinear functions of moisture
content, the mean moisture flux is generally not diffusive. To relate the mean moisture content, mean
condensation rate, and mean moisture flux to statistics of the advecting velocity field, a one-dimensional
stochastic model is developed in which the Lagrangian velocities of air parcels are independent Ornstein–
Uhlenbeck (Gaussian colored noise) processes. The mean moisture evolution equation for the stochastic
model is derived in the Brownian and ballistic limits of small and large Lagrangian velocity correlation time.
The evolution equation involves expressions for the mean moisture flux and mean condensation rate that
are nonlocal but remarkably simple. In a series of simulations of homogeneous two-dimensional turbulence,
the dependence of mean moisture flux and mean condensation rate on mean saturation deficit is shown to
be reproducible by the one-dimensional stochastic model, provided eddy length and time scales are taken
as given. For nonzero Lagrangian velocity correlation times, condensation reduces the mean moisture flux
for a given mean moisture gradient compared with the mean flux of a noncondensing scalar.
1. Introduction
Studies of the Lagrangian moisture transport suggest
that, sufficiently far away from regions of moist con-
vection, large-scale processes significantly influence the
relative humidity of the free troposphere. (e.g., Yang
and Pierrehumbert 1994; Sherwood 1996; Salathé and
Hartmann 1997; Pierrehumbert and Roca 1998; Dessler
and Sherwood 2000). Galewsky et al. (2005) have
shown that large-scale aspects of the relative humidity
distribution in the free troposphere can be reproduced
by averaging over Lagrangian trajectories of air parcels
if one assumes that the specific humidity of air parcels
is the specific humidity at last large-scale saturation.
For example, subtropical air in the free troposphere is
a mixture of relatively moist air that was last saturated
in the deep Tropics or in the boundary layer and rela-
tively dry air that was last saturated at higher levels in
the atmosphere. A significant fraction of air parcels in
the driest regions of the subtropics, according to
Galewsky et al., has last been saturated at points lying
poleward and upward approximately on the isentrope
going through the dry region of the subtropics. This
indicates that, as suggested by Kelly et al. (1991) and
Yang and Pierrehumbert (1994), subtropical air parcels
are carried poleward and upward by large-scale eddies,
cool adiabatically with attendant condensation and dry-
ing along their trajectories, and return to the subtropics
drier than they were originally. At the same time, large-
scale eddy transport out of the deep Tropics provides a
counterbalancing moisture source for the subtropics
[Pierrehumbert (1998); see Schneider et al. (2006) for
observational support for this general picture].
To account for the maintenance and variability of the
tropospheric relative humidity and to account for re-
sults such as that the relative humidity stays approxi-
mately constant as the climate changes moderately
(Held and Soden 2000; Soden et al. 2005), it is therefore
necessary to relate relative or specific humidities, mois-
ture fluxes, and condensation rates to large-scale eddy
statistics. Here we develop stochastic models that pro-
vide such relations. We take eddy length and time
scales as given and study how the mean humidity, mean
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condensation rate, and mean moisture flux depend on
them. We treat moisture as a passive scalar that con-
denses whenever its concentration exceeds a specified
local saturation value, and we assume parcel trajecto-
ries to be confined to two-dimensional surfaces, taken
to represent dry or moist isentropes. We ignore the
asymmetry of parcel trajectories due to the fact that
adiabatically ascending saturated parcels approxi-
mately follow saturated moist isentropes, whereas adia-
batically descending parcels approximately follow dry
isentropes (Shaw 1930, chapter 6; Yang and Pierrehum-
bert 1994). We also ignore feedbacks of the moisture
field on eddy dynamics, such as through latent heat
release or through the radiative effects of water vapor.
That is, we postpone dynamical questions and focus on
the kinematics of moisture transport and condensation.
While this considerably simplifies the problem, mois-
ture statistics are nonetheless difficult to calculate be-
cause condensation introduces a strong nonlinearity
into the specific humidity evolution equation.
Various approaches have been proposed to param-
eterizing the mean moisture flux and mean condensa-
tion rate—the principal unclosed terms in the evolution
equation for mean specific humidity. Stone and Yao
(1990) developed a two-dimensional zonally averaged
general circulation model with a hydrological cycle, pa-
rameterizing the mean meridional eddy moisture flux
by making a constant relative humidity assumption for
moisture fluctuations, linearizing the Clausius–
Clapeyron relation, and relating the eddy moisture flux
to the eddy heat flux. They parameterized large-scale
condensation as a process that prevented supersatura-
tion in the zonal mean, rather than locally. Watterson
(1998) and Vallis (1982) used mixing-length approaches
to parameterize the moisture flux, with Vallis (1982)
parameterizing large-scale condensation by relaxing the
zonal-mean relative humidity to a critical value when-
ever the critical value is exceeded. These approaches
assume that the relative humidity is given, rather than
internally determined; or that the mean moisture flux is
diffusive, which is a questionable assumption, given the
nonlinearity introduced in the specific humidity evolu-
tion equation by condensation.
Our approach builds on that of Pierrehumbert et al.
(2006), who studied a stochastic model with indepen-
dent stochastic processes for the Lagrangian velocities
of air parcels, each carrying a value of specific humidity
that is reset to a specified local saturation value when-
ever the saturation value is exceeded. Pierrehumbert et
al. (2006) considered initial value and equilibrium prob-
lems using a white noise process for the velocity and
with the saturation specific humidity fixed in time.
Their model captures fundamental nonlinear effects of
condensation; see also Sukhatme and Pierrehumbert
(2006, manuscript submitted to Phys. Rev. E) for a re-
lated study of the moisture probability density function.
We consider stochastic processes for the velocity with
nonzero correlation time because of their relevance for
atmospheric flows. We focus on the evolution equation
for mean specific humidity and derive exact expressions
for the mean moisture flux and mean condensation in
the limits of small or large velocity correlation time.
With a series of simulations of homogeneous two-
dimensional turbulence advecting a condensible scalar
with an imposed mean gradient, we show that the one-
dimensional stochastic model can account for the kine-
matics of moisture transport and condensation in tur-
bulent flows.
Section 2 describes an idealized advection–condensa-
tion system representing moisture transport and con-
densation on a two-dimensional surface. Section 3 dis-
cusses the one-dimensional stochastic advection–
condensation model and the evolution equation for
mean specific humidity. Section 4 discusses simulations
of homogeneous two-dimensional turbulence advecting
a condensible moisture tracer and examines the extent
to which results from the stochastic model can account
for moisture kinematics in the simulations. Section 5
summarizes the conclusions.
2. Idealized advection–condensation system
We consider a two-dimensional advection–
condensation system as an idealized representation of
eddy moisture transport along isentropes in the free
troposphere. Our aim is to study how condensation af-
fects the mean moisture flux and mean condensation.
The moisture tracer is taken to be passive and so does
not affect the advecting flow through latent heat release
or radiative effects. Following Pierrehumbert et al.
(2006), we make the simplifying assumption that the
saturation specific humidity qs decreases monotonically
toward the poles but has no zonal or time fluctuations.
This allows us to capture the mean decrease in qs pole-
ward along isentropes due to adiabatic cooling but not
fluctuations in qs due to temperature fluctuations in
eddies.
The equation for the specific humidity q(x, t) is
q
t
 u · q  c, 1
where x  (x, y) is the position, with zonal coordinate
x and meridional coordinate y, and u  (u, ) is the
two-dimensional advecting velocity. The condensation
rate c(x, t) is nonnegative and only nonzero when q(x,
t)  qs(y). It instantaneously ensures that supersatura-
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tion, q  qs, does not occur, and may be defined for-
mally as
cx, t    u · q if q  qs and u · q  0,0 otherwise.
2
The effect of condensation on moisture transport is of
interest not only for the large-scale quasi-horizontal
transport discussed here but also for vertical transport
and smaller-scale turbulent flows. The moisture evolu-
tion Eq. (1) is the simplest equation that can capture
the interplay between advection and condensation. De-
spite the simplifications that have been made, the non-
linearity of the condensation term renders the problem
of obtaining a closed evolution equation for the mean
specific humidity more difficult than the classical tur-
bulence closure problem for a noncondensing passive
scalar. We discuss the behavior of the condensible pas-
sive scalar in turbulent flows, taking the statistics of the
much studied noncondensing passive scalar as given.
3. One-dimensional stochastic model
Assuming that the meridional velocity  is indepen-
dent of the zonal velocity u, we reduce the advection–
condensation system (1) to one spatial dimension, y,
and write it in Lagrangian form as
dqY, t
dt
 cY, t,
dYt
dt
 Vt, 3
where Y(t) is the Lagrangian position of an air parcel,
and V(t)  (Y, t) is its Lagrangian velocity. This system
describes an air parcel carrying a value of specific hu-
midity, which may be altered by condensation. If the
parcel enters a region in which it is supersaturated, q 
qs, condensation instantaneously reduces q to qs. For
simplicity, we choose an infinite domain  	 y 	 
and assume that the saturation specific humidity qs(y)
decreases monotonically with y. The specific humidity
initial condition is denoted q0(y)  q(y, 0).
The Lagrangian velocities V(t) of air parcels are
taken to be independent, identically distributed sto-
chastic processes with stationary statistics, so that the
Lagrangian advection–condensation system (3) is a
one-dimensional stochastic model. The statistical inde-
pendence of the parcel velocities neglects spatial cor-
relations that would arise, for example, in an incom-
pressible two-dimensional flow.
Pierrehumbert et al. (2006) used white-noise pro-
cesses for the Lagrangian velocities. Here we use Orn-
stein–Uhlenbeck processes (Gaussian colored noise)
for the Lagrangian velocities. That is, we assume that
the Lagrangian velocities have Gaussian statistics with
autocorrelation function
VtVt  2 exp|t  t|, 4
where 
 is the Lagrangian velocity correlation time and
(·) denotes an ensemble average (cf. Gardiner 2004,
chapter 3.8). For application to an idealized atmo-
sphere with axisymmetric circulation statistics, the en-
semble average may be reinterpreted as a zonal aver-
age. The implied stochastic model for Lagrangian par-
cel trajectories is often called the random flight model
and is used to model turbulent dispersion (e.g., van
Dop et al. 1985; Thomson 1987, 1990; Pasquero et al.
2001; Sawford 2001).
The velocity at the initial time is assumed to be nor-
mally distributed with the same variance 2 as the sta-
tionary velocity distribution, and in general an average
over the initial velocity distribution is implied. The dis-
placement probability density function (PDF) associ-
ated with an air parcel starting at Y(0)  y0 at time
zero, given that it is at Y(t)  y at time t, is denoted
p(y0  y, t) and is given by the Gaussian density
1
pd, t 
1
2L2
exp d2
2L2
 5
with variance (mean-square displacement)
Lt2  222 t  1  expt. 6
Since the velocity field is statistically homogeneous and
stationary, the displacement PDF depends only on time
and position differences.
The specific humidity of an air parcel at y at time t is
the minimum of its initial specific humidity q0 and the
smallest saturation specific humidity qs it encounters
between the initial time and t. Since qs is monotonically
decreasing in y, the smallest qs encountered is qs(ym)
where ym is the largest y value encountered, that is, the
maximum excursion of the air parcel. Thus, the specific
humidity of an air parcel at Y(t)  y at time t is given by
Qy0, ym  minq0y0, qsym, 7
1 An expression for the conditional displacement PDF given a
fixed initial velocity is derived by Uhlenbeck and Ornstein (1930).
Averaging over the distribution of initial velocities leads to the
displacement PDF (5).
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where Y(0)  y0 is the initial position of the parcel,
q0(y0) is its initial specific humidity, and ym is the maxi-
mum excursion between times zero and t (Pierrehum-
bert et al. 2006).
To derive a mean evolution equation for the specific
humidity, we consider two limits for the correlation
time of the Lagrangian velocity: the ballistic limit, 
 →
, and the Brownian limit, 
 → 0.2
a. Ballistic limit (
 → )
In the ballistic limit, the Lagrangian velocity correla-
tion time is assumed to be much longer than all other
relevant time scales. Lagrangian parcel trajectories
evolve ballistically according to the linear relation
Yt  y0  V0t. 8
The mean-square displacement L2(t)  2t2 increases
quadratically with time, as can be seen by expanding (6)
for t/
 → 0. The displacement PDF (5) simplifies to
pd, t 
1
22t2
exp d2
22t2
. 9
The displacement PDF (9) may also be directly calcu-
lated using the relation (8) between the parcel velocity
and position. The generalization to an arbitrary PDF
for the velocity would be straightforward.
Figure 1a illustrates sample trajectories in the ballis-
tic limit and the effects of condensation on the specific
humidity. Consider a parcel that starts at Y(0)  y0 and
ends at Y(t)  y. If y0 	 y, the maximum excursion ym
is equal to the final position y, and condensation may
occur. If y0  y, the maximum excursion ym is equal to
the initial position y0, and condensation does not occur
because the saturation specific humidity decreases
monotonically with y. Therefore, the final specific hu-
midity (7) for a given trajectory is equal to Q(y0, y) in
the ballistic limit. Averaging over all parcel trajectories
that end at Y(t)  y, we find the mean specific humidity
qy, t  
	
	
dy0py0  y, tQy0, y. 10
From the integral Eq. (10), we can derive the evolution
equation for the mean specific humidity q(y, t) and
expressions for the mean moisture flux F  q and the
mean condensation rate c. We take the time derivative
of the integral Eq. (10) and use a property of the Gauss-
ian density (9),
p
t
 t2
2p
d2
, 11
which can be viewed as the ballistic limit of the Fokker–
Planck equation for the displacement PDF (cf. Gar-
diner 2004, chapter 5). After some manipulations (see
appendix B), we find the mean moisture evolution
equation
q
t

F
y
 c 12
2 We use the term Brownian limit rather than diffusive limit
because condensation means that the mean specific humidity need
not satisfy a diffusion equation in the limit 
 → 0.
FIG. 1. Sample trajectories (thick solid lines) in one-dimensional stochastic model showing
effect of condensation. (a) Trajectories in ballistic limit. (b) More complicated sample tra-
jectories. In each case, three trajectories are shown that end at y. The initial specific humidity
is the value of q0 at the initial position. The specific humidity is conserved except when
condensation prevents supersaturation. The point y defined by Eq. (15) is also indicated.
Constant gradients in q0 and qs are shown for simplicity.
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with mean flux and mean condensation rate
F  t2q
y

dqs
dy
Py  y, t, 13
c  t2
dqs
dy
py  y, t. 14
The point y is the point at which the initial spe-
cific humidity is equal to the saturation specific humid-
ity at y,
qsy  q0y, 15
which implies that an air parcel initially at y reaches
saturation upon arrival at y. For parcels arriving at y,
the displacement y  y is the minimum signed dis-
placement that must have occurred for condensation at
y to be nonzero (see Fig. 1a). For simplicity, we assume
that q0 is monotonically decreasing in y so that y is
uniquely defined, but the analysis can be extended to
nonmonotonic q0. The function
Pd, t  
d
	
d
 p
, t 16
is the complementary cumulative distribution function
of parcel displacements; that is, P(d, t) is the probability
that a signed displacement greater than d has occurred.
Combined with the interpretation of y  y as the mini-
mum displacement for nonzero condensation at y, it
follows that P(y  y, t) is the probability of conden-
sation at y.
The dependence on the displacement y  y indicates
nonlocality in both space and time since q(y, t)/t de-
pends on q(y, 0). This is in contrast to the noncondens-
ing limit of the mean moisture evolution Eq. (12),
q
t
 t2
2q
y2
, 17
which is local in time and space. Nonetheless, the form
of the nonlocality in the mean moisture evolution Eq.
(12) is remarkably simple. Given that we derived the
evolution Eq. (12) from the time rate of change of an
integral Eq. (10) for the mean specific humidity, non-
locality was to be expected, and in fact one might have
expected an integro-differential equation to result.
For the special initial condition of saturation every-
where, we have y  y, and the mean moisture evolu-
tion Eq. (12) becomes local in space, although there is
still an explicit dependence on the time elapsed, t. In
general, the initial time t  0 plays a distinguished role
because at that time all ensemble members share the
same instantaneous moisture distribution q0(y). Local-
ity in space for the case of initial saturation is consistent
with the fact that all parcels arriving at y having started
at y0 	 y will be saturated at y, and thus the evolution
equation for the mean moisture at y should not depend
on q0(y0) for y0 	 y.
Since the probability of condensation P is nonnega-
tive, the expression (13) for the mean flux implies that
the effect of condensation is to reduce the magnitude of
the mean flux for a given mean specific humidity gra-
dient. If the mean specific humidity at point ys is equal
to the saturation specific humidity, q(ys, t)  qs(ys), the
gradients must also be equal there, q(ys, t)/y 
dqs(ys)/dy, so that supersaturation does not occur in the
neighborhood of ys. At such a point, y  y and P(y 
y)  0.5, and the mean flux (13) is 0.5t2q/y, exactly
one-half the flux for a noncondensing passive scalar
with the same mean gradient. However, this result must
be understood in a limiting sense, since mean saturation
can only occur at the initial time, t  0, when the mois-
ture flux in both the condensing and noncondensing
cases is zero in the ballistic limit.
b. Brownian limit (
 → 0)
In the Brownian limit, the Lagrangian velocity cor-
relation time is assumed to be much shorter than all
other relevant time scales. The Brownian limit is the
limit of the correlation time 
 approaching zero with the
integral D  t V(t)V(t) dt  
2
 of the autocorrela-
tion function (4) held constant (cf. Gardiner 2004, chap-
ter 6.5). In this limit, the Lagrangian velocity is a Gauss-
ian white-noise process with autocorrelation function
VtVt  2Dt  t. 18
A noncondensing passive scalar advected by this veloc-
ity field diffuses with diffusivity D. The mean-square
displacement L2  2Dt increases linearly with time, and
the displacement PDF (5) simplifies to the diffusion
kernel
pd, t 
1
4Dt
exp d24Dt. 19
Pierrehumbert et al. (2006) showed how to solve an
initial value problem for the advection–condensation
system in this Brownian limit when the initial condition
for the specific humidity is saturated everywhere. We
will derive the evolution equation for the mean specific
humidity in the more general case of arbitrary initial
conditions.
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Unlike in the ballistic limit, in the Brownian limit the
velocity can change sign along a trajectory, so we need
to consider more complicated trajectories (see Fig. 1b).
We denote by pmax(y0, ym|y, t) the conditional PDF
associated with a trajectory starting at Y(0)  y0, with
maximum excursion ym between times zero and t, given
that the trajectory ends at Y(t)  y. Averaging over all
trajectories ending at y at time t leads to the mean
specific humidity
qy, t  
	
	
dy0
	
	
dympmaxy0, ym|y, tQy0, ym,
20
with the final specific humidity Q for a given trajectory
given by expression (7).
The calculation of the maximum excursion PDF pmax
is similar to the first-passage time problem of calculat-
ing how long a parcel advected by a stochastic velocity
field remains in a specified region (cf. Gardiner 2004,
chapter 5.2). It is shown in appendix A that
pmaxy0, ym|y, t  2p2ym y y0, t if ym y, y0,0 otherwise,
21
where p(d, t) denotes the derivative of the displace-
ment PDF p(d, t) with respect to its spatial argument.
The displacement PDF p(y  y0, t) is associated with
trajectories starting at y0 and ending at y a time t later,
regardless of their maximum excursion. It can be veri-
fied that integration of the maximum excursion PDF
(21) over all maximum excursions ym yields the dis-
placement PDF. Integration over the initial position
y0 yields the PDF of maximum excursion regardless
of initial position discussed by Pierrehumbert et al.
(2006).
In a similar manner as in the ballistic limit, we can
derive the evolution equation for the mean specific hu-
midity from the integral Eq. (20) for the mean specific
humidity. Taking the time derivative of the integral Eq.
(20) and using the Fokker–Planck equation for the dif-
fusion kernel,

t
pd, t  D
2
d2
pd, t, 22
leads to the mean moisture evolution Eq. (12) with
mean flux and mean condensation rate (cf. appendix B)
F  D
q
y
, 23
c  2D
dqs
dy
py  y, t. 24
The point y is again defined by (15), and the analysis
can again be extended to the case in which the initial
condition q0(y) is nonmonotonic and y is not unique.
Note that the mean moisture flux cannot be defined in
the usual way as an average q of velocity and specific
humidity fluctuations because the instantaneous veloc-
ity is not defined in this Brownian limit.
As in the ballistic limit, the evolution equation is
nonlocal, but the nonlocality takes a simple form. The
mean condensation rate (24) has a similar form to the
mean condensation rate (14) in the ballistic limit. The
mean moisture flux (23) has the same form as for or-
dinary diffusion of a noncondensing scalar, as one
might have expected given that the velocity has no
memory.
c. Initial value problem
To illustrate features of the stochastic model, we con-
sider an initial value problem. The saturation specific
humidity is taken to be exponentially decaying in y over
the length scale Ls, and the initial specific humidity is
taken to be subsaturated and exponentially decaying
over the same length scale Ls,
qs  qˆ exp yLs, q0  qˆ exp y  mLs , 25
where qˆ is a characteristic specific humidity and the
length scale m  0 determines the degree of initial
subsaturation.
We compare the mean specific humidities after an
evolution time T in the ballistic limit, in the Brownian
limit, and in the case of finite velocity correlation time

  /8. he evolution time T in each case is chosen to
be the time at which the rms displacement L(T) is
equal to 4Ls. The initial subsaturation length scale is
chosen as m  Ls/4. Numerical simulations were car-
ried out for all three cases.3
Analytic expressions for the mean specific humidity
q(y, t) were found in the ballistic and Brownian limits
by substituting the saturation and initial specific hu-
midities (25) into the integral formulas (10) and (20).
The result for the ballistic limit is
3 The stochastic simulations each used 200 000 particles in the
domain (8Ls, 8Ls). The particles were initially uniformly distrib-
uted in the domain, with initial specific humidity (25). The mean
specific humidity distributions at the end of the simulations were
calculated using averages over the particles in 50 uniformly spaced
grid cells. The velocities in the case with finite velocity correlation
time were generated using the method described by Bartosch
(2001).
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qy, t 
qˆ
2
exp yLs expL
2  2Lsm
2Ls
2 erfcL2  Lsm2LLs   erfc m2L, 26
where L2(t)  2t2, and for the Brownian limit,
qy, t 
qˆ
2
exp yLsexpL
2  2Lsm
2Ls
2 erfcL2  Lsm2LLs   expL
2  2Lsm
2Ls
2 erfcL2  Lsm2LLs ,
27
where L2(t)  2Dt and erfc is the complementary error
function. These analytical expressions satisfy the mean
moisture evolution equations derived in the previous
two subsections, as can be verified by substitution. A
comparison of the second terms in brackets in expres-
sions (26) and (27) shows that the mean specific humid-
ity in the Brownian limit is always less than or equal to
that in the ballistic limit for equal spreading length L,
regardless of the values of the other parameters. In
general, one expects greater condensation in the
Brownian limit than in the ballistic limit for equal L,
given that the maximum excursions of parcel trajecto-
ries are greater in the Brownian limit for given start and
end points.
Figure 2 shows the results, the normalized mean spe-
cific humidities q(y, T)/qˆ as functions of y/Ls. The exact
and numerical results for the Brownian and ballistic
limits are in good agreement. In all cases, throughout
the domain the mean condensation rate is nonzero, and
the mean specific humidity is subsaturated. At the
times shown, there is positive mean moisture flux con-
vergence, but the mean condensation rate is greater,
and the mean specific humidities are decreasing.
In the case of finite velocity correlation time, the
ratio of evolution time to correlation time is quite large
(T/
  8), but Fig. 2 shows that the resulting mean
specific humidity is not well approximated by the
Brownian limit because of the effects of condensation.
In considering the relative magnitude of the correlation
time, one must take into account the time scales intro-
duced by condensation. For example, the time scale 
s
over which a parcel drawn from the initial condition
reaches saturation is given by setting the spreading
length L equal to the distance to saturation m in Eq.
(6). For the parameters used above, 
s/
  0.24, and so
the Brownian limit 
 → 0 is not appropriate.
Although the ballistic and Brownian limits discussed
in this section illustrate how condensation affects the
kinematics of a moisture tracer, a finite Lagrangian
velocity correlation time is more appropriate for
atmospheric flows. In the next section, we discuss a case
with a finite correlation time and an evaporation
source.
4. Two-dimensional turbulence
The advection–condensation system (1) with a two-
dimensional turbulent velocity field provides a closer
representation of the kinematics of moisture transport
and condensation on isentropes than the one-dimen-
sional stochastic model of the previous section. We fo-
cus on the mean condensation rate and mean moisture
flux in homogeneous two-dimensional turbulence with
an imposed constant gradient in mean specific humid-
ity. Turbulent advection of specific humidity down the
imposed mean gradient generates moisture variance,
which cascades to small scales. This nonlinear cascade
of moisture variance in spectral space corresponds to
the generation of filamentary structures in physical
space, a process that can be expected to be modified by
condensation.
a. Velocity field
We consider an incompressible velocity field which is
statistically steady, homogeneous, and isotropic. The
domain is a square of side 2 with doubly periodic
boundary conditions. The velocity field is simulated
with a dealiased pseudospectral code at 1282 resolution,
which integrates the vorticity equation

t
 J,   r  F  G 28
with streamfunction , vorticity   2, and Jacobian
operator J. The parameter r is a constant Rayleigh drag
coefficient, F is a small-scale enstrophy filter represent-
ing subgrid-scale processes, and G is a large-scale forc-
ing term.
The forcing G is by a random Markov process, local-
ized at wavenumbers 2  k  4 where k is the two-
dimensional wavenumber, k  ||k||, and the minimum
wavenumber is k  1. The enstrophy filter F is an ex-
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ponential cutoff filter, with parameters chosen such
that the filter is only active for wavenumbers k  50.
Details of the forcing and enstrophy filter are described
by Smith et al. (2002).
Results are nondimensionalized using an integral
wavenumber ke and an eddy time scale 
e. The integral
wavenumber is the first moment ke   dk k E(k)/
dk E(k) of the energy spectrum E(k); its numerical
value is ke  2.45 in the simulations. The eddy time
scale is based on the enstrophy, 
e  2/(
2)1/2, where
(·) now denotes a space and time average. The eddy
time scale will be used as the reference time scale to
describe the simulations. The Rayleigh drag coefficient
is r  0.35/
e , which is sufficiently large to inhibit a
significant inverse energy cascade. As is often found,
the energy spectrum in the inertial range is somewhat
steeper than the k3 power law that would be expected
in a pure enstrophy cascade (Oetzel and Vallis 1997;
Gotoh 1998); it is closer to k3.5. Unlike many studies
of two-dimensional turbulence, we focus on the for-
ward enstrophy cascade rather than the inverse energy
cascade since there appears to be no significant inverse
energy cascade in the earth’s atmosphere (Boer and
Shepherd 1983; Schneider and Walker 2006).
b. Moisture field
The moisture field is advected by the two-dimen-
sional velocity field and evolves according to
q
t
 J, q  e  c  F, 29
where e is a spatially and temporally constant evapora-
tion rate, and F is the same small-scale filter as in the
vorticity Eq. (28). The condensation rate is given by
c 
1
c
q  qsHq  qs, 30
where H is the Heaviside step function, and the limit

c → 0 is taken so that supersaturation does not occur.
The condensation term is treated implicitly in the nu-
merical time-stepping scheme.
The mean specific humidity and the saturation spe-
cific humidity have the same constant mean gradient ,
a stipulation that ensures that specific humidity fluctua-
tions q are statistically homogeneous. That is, moisture
fields are decomposed as
q  q  y  q, 31
qs  y, 32
where · denotes an average over the domain, and the
fluctuation q satisfies periodic boundary conditions.
The spatially averaged saturation specific humidity qs
is taken to be zero, and so the spatially averaged spe-
cific humidity q is negative or zero. Taking the spatial
average of the moisture Eq. (29) gives
dq
dt
 e  c, 33
since the small-scale filter F has no effect on q, and
from this it follows that the equation for the moisture
fluctuation q is
q
t
 J, q 

x
  c  c  F. 34
The equation for the moisture fluctuation is statistically
homogeneous since the condensation rate c depends
only on q  qs  q  q with no explicit dependence
on the meridional coordinate y. The homogeneity
makes this formulation of moisture kinematics similar
to the lower layer of the two-layer quasigeostrophic
model of Lapeyre and Held (2004).
We will analyze statistically steady states of the simu-
lations. In a statistically steady state, according to Eq.
(33), evaporation balances the spatially and temporally
averaged condensation, c  e, with (·) denoting the
space and time average. We will discuss the mean satu-
ration deficit qs  q  q, a measure of the degree of
subsaturation, and the mean moisture flux q down the
imposed mean gradient, with   /x denoting the
velocity component parallel to the mean specific hu-
FIG. 2. Mean specific humidity vs meridional distance for initial
value problem. Moisture distributions are shown after the evolu-
tion times T at which L(T )  4Ls in each case. Solid lines are
shown in order of decreasing magnitude: saturation specific hu-
midity, specific humidity initial condition, and simulations for bal-
listic limit (
 → ), for finite velocity correlation time (
  T/8),
and for Brownian limit (
 → 0). Dashed lines represent the exact
solutions (26) and (27) for the ballistic and Brownian limits.
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midity gradient. The choice of the imposed mean mois-
ture gradient  sets the moisture scale, and our results
are nondimensionalized using .
Figure 3a shows a snapshot of the specific humidity
fluctuation q at an instant after a statistically steady
state has been reached in a simulation with no evapo-
ration or condensation. In this simulation, specific hu-
midity is a conventional passive scalar with character-
istic filamentary structures. Figure 3b shows a snapshot
of the saturation deficit qs  q (q  q), also after
statistically steady state has been reached, in a simula-
tion with condensation and evaporation e  1.45||/
(ke
e). Large regions can be seen to be close to satura-
tion, reminiscent of tongues of high relative humidity
air moving poleward in the earth’s atmosphere, inter-
laced with filaments with large saturation deficits.
c. Simulations and results
We performed a series of ten simulations with a dif-
ferent evaporation rate for each simulation. The mean
moisture flux q, mean condensation rate c, and mean
saturation deficit q at steady state were calculated for
each simulation. The time average is over approxi-
mately 475 eddy time scales 
e. In simulations with
small evaporation rates, condensation has little effect
and condensation events are rare, making long averag-
ing times necessary.
Figure 4 shows the mean condensation rate as a func-
tion of the mean saturation deficit. As might be ex-
pected, the mean condensation rate is a decreasing
function of mean saturation deficit. For large mean
saturation deficits, condensation events are rare, and
the mean condensation rate tends to zero. For large
evaporation rates, the mean saturation deficit tends to
zero as the evaporation overpowers the ability of the
turbulence to generate subsaturated fluid parcels
through advection up the mean moisture gradient.
Figure 5 shows the mean moisture flux as a function
of the mean saturation deficit. The flux is zero at zero
saturation deficit and increases with increasing satura-
tion deficit. For large saturation deficit, the flux asymp-
totes to the no-condensation value of q k2e
e/  5.91.
Thus, as was found in the ballistic limit of the one-
dimensional stochastic model, the effect of condensa-
FIG. 3. Snapshots of moisture fields in two-dimensional turbulence simulations. (a) Specific humidity fluctuation
qke/|| in simulation without evaporation and condensation. (b) Saturation deficit (qs  q)ke/|| in simulation with
condensation and evaporation e  1.45||/(ke
e). Saturation occurs where the saturation deficit is zero. The
moisture fluctuation and saturation deficit fields are statistically homogeneous, and both snapshots are from
statistically steady states of the simulations. The mean specific humidity gradient in both cases is directed down the
page.
FIG. 4. Mean condensation rate vs mean saturation deficit in
two-dimensional turbulence simulations (solid line and crosses)
and in one-dimensional stochastic model (open circles).
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tion is to reduce the mean moisture flux for a given
mean moisture gradient, that is, to reduce the effective
eddy diffusivity. This is also consistent with the effect of
condensation on the moisture flux in the quasigeo-
strophic simulations of a moisture tracer without latent
heating described by Lapeyre and Held (2004). In the
limit of small mean saturation deficit, the fluctuation
variance q2 tends to zero because q  qs everywhere,
and so the mean moisture flux also tends to zero. (In
the more realistic case of fluctuating saturation specific
humidity, the specific humidity flux in the limit of small
mean saturation deficit would be equal to the flux of
saturation specific humidity.)
That the mean moisture flux in the turbulence simu-
lations tends to zero for small mean saturation deficit
may be compared with the results derived in section 3
for the stochastic model. In the ballistic limit, in the
absence of an evaporation source, mean saturation was
only possible at time zero when both condensing and
noncondensing scalars have zero flux. In the Brownian
limit, the stochastic model gave a flux that was inde-
pendent of the mean saturation deficit. A more general
formulation of the stochastic model is now considered,
allowing comparison with the two-dimensional simula-
tions by including evaporation and a finite Lagrangian
velocity time.
d. Comparison with stochastic model
It is difficult to find analytical solutions for mean
moisture fields using the one-dimensional stochastic
model of section 3 with a finite velocity correlation time
and with an evaporation source. Apart from the diffi-
culty of including an evaporation source, we would
need to calculate the maximum excursion PDF pmax at
finite velocity correlation time. The task of calculating
the maximum excursion PDF for Ornstein–Uhlenbeck
velocities with finite correlation time is related to the
first-passage time problem for a process driven by Orn-
stein–Uhlenbeck noise, for which no simple analytical
solution is known (e.g., Hagan et al. 1989).
Instead, we simulate the stochastic processes numeri-
cally. We solve an advection–condensation problem
analogous to the two-dimensional turbulence simula-
tions, with the same constant gradients in mean specific
humidity and saturation specific humidity, and with pe-
riodic boundary conditions and a constant evaporation
rate, but in one spatial dimension. The numerical simu-
lation is similar to the simulation with finite velocity
correlation time described in section 3, except for the
use of periodic boundary conditions and an evaporation
source, and the fact that because of statistical homoge-
neity, averages may now be taken over the entire do-
main.
One further property of the moisture tracer in the
two-dimensional turbulence simulations that must be
taken into account is the combined effect of the non-
linear cascade and dissipation by the filter representing
subgrid-scale processes. The moisture variance dissipa-
tion in the turbulence simulations is due to both con-
densation and the small-scale filter, with the small-scale
filter becoming relatively more important for larger
mean saturation deficits, for which condensation events
become rare. The dissipation of moisture variance
q2/2 due to condensation can be written in terms of
the spatially averaged saturation deficit q and con-
densation rate c as
cq  cq, 35
where we have used the fact that condensation only
occurs where there is instantaneous saturation. The
small-scale filter contribution is difficult to represent in
the stochastic model given that the model is one-
dimensional and based on a Lagrangian formulation.
Moisture variance is important, however, because the
frequency of condensation events is influenced by the
magnitude of moisture fluctuations. We crudely repre-
sent small-scale moisture variance dissipation in the
stochastic model by setting q(y, 0)  0 everywhere
initially and computing the spatially averaged conden-
sation rate and moisture flux after an irreversible mix-
ing time 
i. The variance after time 
i is expected to be
approximately equal to the steady-state variance in the
turbulence simulations. Thus we solve a specific initial
value problem to estimate statistics in the steady states
of the turbulence simulations. We choose for 
i the time
FIG. 5. Mean moisture flux vs mean saturation deficit in two-
dimensional turbulence simulations (solid line and crosses) and in
one-dimensional stochastic model (open circles).
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scale of variance generation and dissipation for a non-
condensing passive scalar  with mean gradient  in the
statistically steady state of the turbulence simulations,
i  
2
2
. 36
The time scale 
i is independent of the magnitude of the
mean gradient . In our simulations 
i  4.35 
e.
To avoid associating a particular evaporation rate
with a given initial mean saturation deficit a priori, we
employ an iterative procedure. For a given initial mean
saturation deficit, we pick a test evaporation rate and
evolve the stochastic model over time 
i. We then it-
eratively repeat the simulation using the mean conden-
sation rate at time 
i from the last simulation as the new
evaporation rate, until the evaporation rate and the
mean condensation rate at time 
i converge. Repeating
this procedure for a set of different initial mean satu-
ration deficits, we obtain the mean moisture flux and
mean condensation rate at time 
i as functions of the
mean saturation deficit at time 
i. All statistics (includ-
ing the mean saturation deficit) are taken at time 
i,
since it is then that the mean condensation rate is con-
sistent with the evaporation rate, and the moisture vari-
ance is consistent with the variance in the turbulence
simulations. The moisture variance at time 
i and the
steady-state moisture variance in the turbulence simu-
lations agree to within 30% in all cases, justifying the
choice (36) of the variance dissipation time. The value
of 
i used was doubled in a sensitivity test, with the
result that the moisture flux agreed with the turbulence
simulation values to within 15%, but the mean conden-
sation rate for large mean saturation deficit was too
great by up to a factor of 2.
We match the Lagrangian velocity variance 2 in the
stochastic model to the variance of one component of
the Eulerian velocity in the two-dimensional turbulence
simulations. We choose the Lagrangian velocity corre-
lation time 
 such that the eddy diffusivity of a noncon-
densing passive scalar in the turbulence simulations is
equal to that of the stochastic model at time t  
i
without condensation, 2
[1  exp(
i/
)], which yields

  0.42 
e. The ratio of variance dissipation time to
Lagrangian correlation time is 
i/
  10.3; hence, the
diffusivities of the stochastic process without conden-
sation are virtually identical at t  
i and in the long
time limit. As discussed in section 3c, although the ve-
locity correlation time is much smaller than the mixing
time 
i, the Brownian limit 
→ 0 is not appropriate for
the moisture tracer because of the effects of condensa-
tion.
Figures 4 and 5 show a comparison of the two-
dimensional turbulence mean condensation rate and
mean moisture flux with the results from the one-
dimensional stochastic model. The correspondence is
good, suggesting that the stochastic model captures fun-
damental effects of condensation in the turbulence
simulations.
5. Conclusions
We have studied the dependence of the mean mois-
ture flux and mean condensation rate on other mean
field statistics in a one-dimensional stochastic model
and in a two-dimensional turbulent flow.
For the stochastic model, we have found analytic ex-
pressions for the mean flux and condensation rate in
the Brownian and ballistic limits of small and large
Lagrangian velocity correlation time. These expres-
sions, derived using averages over Lagrangian trajecto-
ries, are nonlocal in space and time, but the functional
form of the nonlocality is simple and does not involve
integral expressions.
The dependence of the mean moisture flux and mean
condensation rate on mean saturation deficit in the
two-dimensional simulations was reproduced with the
one-dimensional stochastic model. The stochastic
model was used to solve an initial value problem in
which an initial state without moisture fluctuations
evolved over a variance dissipation time. At the vari-
ance dissipation time, the statistics in the stochastic
model were taken to be representative of the statisti-
cally steady states of the turbulence simulations. With
this procedure, we were able to capture the effect of
moisture variance dissipation by the small-scale filter in
the turbulence simulations.
A general result from the stochastic model and from
the two-dimensional turbulence simulations is that con-
densation reduces the mean moisture flux for a given
mean moisture gradient compared with the mean flux
of a noncondensing scalar, except in the Brownian limit
in which the moisture flux is unchanged by condensa-
tion. The mean moisture flux was found to decrease
with decreasing mean saturation deficit in the two-
dimensional simulations and in the stochastic model,
except in the Brownian limit. The mean condensation
rate was found to increase with decreasing mean satu-
ration deficit in the two-dimensional simulations and in
the stochastic model. If these results also hold for tro-
pospheric eddy moisture transport, they could imply a
stabilizing influence on the extratropical relative hu-
midity in that higher relative humidity would lead to
greater condensation, a smaller moisture flux, and pos-
sibly less flux convergence, and vice versa. It will be
important to determine if the dependence of the mean
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moisture flux on mean saturation deficit is significantly
different in turbulence with a planetary vorticity gradi-
ent and thus with Rossby waves.
The Brownian limit of small velocity correlation time
is often a useful approximation when considering the
turbulent dispersion of a noncondensing tracer over
many eddy turnover times. For a condensing moisture
tracer, however, one must also compare the velocity
correlation time with time scales related to condensa-
tion, such as a time-to-saturation time scale. Since these
condensation time scales can be small compared with
the velocity correlation time, the Brownian limit will
often not be appropriate for a moisture tracer even
when it is appropriate for a noncondensing tracer. For
example, air parcels carried poleward along an isen-
trope from the subtropics to higher latitudes in a typical
baroclinic eddy typically reach saturation within times
of order one eddy turnover time, within which the me-
ridional velocity typically is of one sign (poleward), in-
dicating that the Brownian limit would not be appro-
priate to describe this process.
Possible future work includes the examination of in-
homogeneous steady states and allowing for fluctua-
tions in saturation specific humidity and for a more
wavelike advecting velocity field. Comparisons could
then be made between the stochastic model and mois-
ture kinematics on isentropes in general circulation
models and observations, with the general aim of un-
derstanding the relative humidity distribution and pole-
ward moisture transport, and how they can change as
the climate changes.
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APPENDIX A
Maximum Excursion Statistics in Brownian Limit
Here we derive expression (21) for the maximum
excursion PDF pmax(y0, ym|y, t) associated with a tra-
jectory starting at Y(0)  y0, with maximum excursion
ym between times zero and t, given that the trajectory
ends at Y(t)  y. The stochastic process for parcel ve-
locities is a Gaussian white noise process with autocor-
relation function (18).
We start by calculating the PDF P(y0, ym, t0|y, t) as-
sociated with a trajectory starting at Y(t0)  y0, without
crossing ym between times t0 and t, given that it ends at
Y(t)  y. This can be found by solving the adjoint of the
Fokker–Planck Eq. (22),

P
t0
 D
2P
y0
2 , A1
with final condition P(y0, ym, t|y, t)  (y  y0) and
absorbing boundary condition P(ym, ym, t0|y, t)  0. The
absorbing boundary condition imposes the condition
that parcels must not cross ym (see Gardiner 2004,
chapter 5.2). The solution is found in terms of the dis-
placement PDF p(d, t) given by Eq. (19) using the
method of image sources (see, e.g., Morse and Fesh-
bach 1953). The image solution is chosen so that the
absorbing boundary condition is satisfied, and is cen-
tered at yˆ  2ym  y,
Py0, ym, t0|y, t  py  y0, t  t0  p yˆ  y0, t  t0,
A2
where y0, y 	 ym.
The probability of parcels reaching the interval [ym
 dym, ym] but not crossing ym is P / ymdym. The PDF
associated with just reaching ym, rather than not cross-
ing ym, is then
pmaxy0, ym |y, t  t0  P  ym
 2p2ym  y  y0, t  t0,
A3
where p denotes the derivative of p(d, t) with respect
to its spatial argument. Equation (21) for the maximum
excursion PDF follows by setting t0  0.
APPENDIX B
Derivation of Mean Moisture Evolution Equation
a. Ballistic limit
Taking the time derivative of the ballistic integral Eq.
(10) for the mean specific humidity and using the Fok-
ker–Planck Eq. (11) for the displacement PDF p(d, t)
leads to

t
qy, t  t2
	
	
dy0 2
y2
py0  y, tQy0, y.
B1
Substituting for the integral on the right-hand side by
calculating 2q/y2 from the integral Eq. (10) yields
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q
t
 t2
2q
y2
 t2
	
	
dy0py Qy  y p Qy ,
B2
with q  q(y, t), p  p(y0  y, t), and Q  Q(y0, y).
Expressing the specific humidity Q defined by (7) with
the Heaviside step function H as
Qy0, y  q0y0  qsy  q0y0Hq0y0  qsy,
B3
and using that the distributional derivative of the
Heaviside step function is the Dirac delta function, we
obtain the mean evolution Eq. (12) with flux (13) and
condensation rate (14).
The identification of the mean flux and mean con-
densation rate terms can be verified by direct calcula-
tion. For example, the condensation rate for a parcel at
Y(t)  y at time t that started at Y(0)  y0 at time zero
is

d
dy
qsy  
y  y0
t
d
dy
qsy B4
if y0 	 y and zero otherwise, where y is defined by
(15). The mean condensation rate (14) can then be cal-
culated by averaging over initial positions
cy, t  
	
y
dy0 py  y0, t
y  y0
t
d
dy
qsy.
B5
b. Brownian limit
Taking the time derivative of the Brownian integral
Eq. (20) for the mean specific humidity and using the
Fokker–Planck Eq. (22) for the displacement PDF
p(d, t) leads to

t
qy, t  2D
	
	
dy0
	
	
dym 3
y3
p2ym  y0  y, tQy0, ym Hym  y0Hym  y. B6
Analogous to the rearrangement (B2) in the ballis-
tic limit, substituting for the integral on the right-hand
side by calculating 2q/y2 from the integral Eq. (20)
yields
q
t
 D
2q
y2
 2D
	
	
dy0
	
	
dymQy0, ymHym  y02p
y2

y
Hym  y 

y py y Hym  y
B7
with p  p(2ym  y0  y, t) and q  q(y, t). Substituting
for Q(y0, ym) using the form (B3) and after some
straightforward but lengthy manipulations, we obtain
the mean evolution Eq. (12) with flux (23) and conden-
sation rate (24).
The identification of the mean flux and mean con-
densation rate terms can again be verified by direct
calculation of the mean condensation rate. Let dCt be
the total condensation in the interval [y, y  dy] from
time zero to time t. The condensation dCt has a contri-
bution qs(y)  qs(y  dy) from all parcels that start at
y0 	 y, have maximum excursion ym  y  dy, and end
at arbitrary Y(t)  y1. Since ym  y  y by the defi-
nition (15) of y, the condensation dCt is to leading
order in dy
dCt 

	
y
dy0
y
	
dym
	
	
dy1 pmaxy0, ym|y1, t
d
dy
qsy dy.
B8
The mean condensation rate is then
cy, t 

t
dCt
dy
 2D
dqsy
dy 	
y
dy0
y
	
dym
	
ym
dy1
3
y1
3 p2ym  y1  y0, t, B9
where we have used the Fokker–Planck Eq. (22)
and the maximum excursion PDF (21). Three consecu-
tive integrations lead to the mean condensation rate
(24).
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